Maths
Multiplication and Division


Friday, due the following Thursday. Please check

Multiply and divide up to 4 digits and 2

and sign homework diaries each week as this will

decimal places by a single digit using the

show the ‘Go for Green’ behaviour record. This

standard written method


Multiply a 2 digit number by a 2 digit number



Multiply and divide 3 digits by 2 digits using



Homework - Homework will be given out on a

term will include a Scots project – due Wed 6th

Literacy The class will be reading a group text
(Dragonfire/100 Most Dangerous Things/Saving
Finnegan/Science is Awesome) and undertake tasks
related to their reading. Books will also be sent home
to read as homework. During our taught writing
sessions we will focus on non-fiction writing of

Feb.

the standard written method.

reports and discursive texts. Weekly spelling words

Multiply and divide mentally up to 3 digits by

and grammar lessons will also feature.

10, 100, 1000 including decimals up to 3
decimal places and by multiples of 10, 100,
1000.
Time





Calculate more complex time durations for
all times and units.
Work with more complex timetables.
Solve more complex problems involving times,
e.g. journeys.
Solve basic time, distance, speed problems
(whole hours only), e.g. I walk an average of
4km/hr. How far will I travel in 3 hours?

Multiples, Factors and Primes
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Sachar as a whole class novel study, undertaking
comprehension tasks. The class will also watch the
film version of the novel as a comparative study.

Health and Wellbeing
Indoor PE: Rugby sessions delivered by Biggar RFC
Outdoor PE: Cross country training

Topic
This term pupils will be participating in the Scottish

P6 and P7 will participate in cross country training on a

Recognise number patterns in and beyond all

Wednesday and Friday each week. This will consist of

multiplication tables.

warm up jogs, laps of Kildare Park and sprints to

Use the terms multiple, factor, square

prepare us for the competition in March.

number and prime in the correct context.

Later in the term, P7 will be reading ‘Holes’ by Louis

Opera production of ‘1719’ which is based upon the
Jacobites. This will result in a performance
incorporating drama and music on Tues 6th Feb.

Later in the term, pupils will be studying
Science
Can identify multiples, factors,
Scots primes, square
numbers and square roots of a given number.
As part of our Scots learning, the pupils will learn a
Burns verse in a group, an individual Scots poem and
complete their P7 project. The project winner will be
announced at Scots Evening on Wed 6th Feb.

This term pupils will be studying energy, supported by
‘Powering Up’ workshops at New Lanark. They will also
participate in the FunStem workshops for P7 pupils at
Lanark Grammar. FunSTEM introduces primary schoolaged children to the fundamentals of science, technology,
engineering and maths by framing STEM-based learning
as an exciting and enjoyable experience.

For 4 weeks, P6/7 pupils work in teams of six on

discrimination in America through the class novel of
‘Holes’. They will learn about historical figures from
America such as Martin Luther King and Rosa Parks.

